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ICC-SRCC Receives Accreditation to Conduct Listings for
Mexican Standards
Accreditation awarded by EMA for NORMEX Solar Thermal Standards
Brea, Calif. – The Solar Rating & Certification Corporation (ICC-SRCC) is proud
to announce that it has been awarded accreditation by the Entidad Mexicana de
Acreditación (EMA) for review to NORMEX solar thermal standards. The
accreditation qualifies ICC-SRCC to offer listings to NMX-ES-001 for solar
thermal collectors and NMX-ES-004 for prefabricated solar water heating
systems.
The new credentials allow ICC-SRCC to further expand its services for the entire
North American market. It joins offerings tailored for Canada, Puerto Rico and the
Caribbean Region.
“We are gratified to receive this accreditation from EMA to better serve our clients
in Mexico and those selling products into Mexico,” states Shawn Martin, Vice
President of Technical Services for ICC-SRCC. “Our goal is to provide a one-stop
shop for solar thermal manufacturers, and to streamline compliance assessment
throughout North America.”
The voluntary NMX standards reference international testing standards such as
ISO 9806. This makes it possible for many manufacturers to obtain listings to the
NMX standards with little or no additional testing beyond what is required for OG100 certification.
“I truly believe that our customers would greatly benefit from our new
certifications: Solar Water Heater NMX-ES-001-NORMEX-2005 and NMX-ES004-NORMEX-2010, as it demonstrates our commitment to expanding our

services throughout Mexico, Central America and the Caribbean regions,” said
Alonso Morlesín, Certification Analyst for ICC-SRCC.
For more information or to apply for a listing to the NMX standards, contact ICCSRCC at 888-422-7233 x7736 or srcc@solar-rating.org.
###
About ICC-SRCC
The Solar Rating & Certification Corporation (ICC-SRCC) is a program of the ICC
Evaluation Service (ICC-ES). ICC-SRCC provides authoritative performance
ratings, certifications and standards for renewable energy products.
About ICC-ES
ICC Evaluation Service (ICC-ES), a member of the ICC Family of Solutions, is a
nonprofit, limited liability company that provides technical evaluations of building
products, components, methods and materials. ICC-ES evaluation reports,
building product listings and plumbing, mechanical and fuel gas listings provide
evidence that products and systems meet requirements of codes and technical
standards.
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